Question and Answer

- Are you looking for ways to expand this into behavioral health?
- Curious if this is something that will be opened up to county juvenile justice systems?
  
  _We are hoping to make this applicable to school and juvenile justice systems, not just JRA but county as well._

- Regarding Echo Glen pilot projects, is there follow-up with those students?
  
  _That was in the plan. Follow up on a more long-term scale, would need additional funding. We are always open to more funding._

- What if the trauma is caused by your peers, another student in your classroom – how would you suggest we process that interaction?
  
  _We have built into the material that peers can harm each other. Definitely would not put them in the same group – part of the screening process. Would be addressed in the program._

- It’s probably extremely early to be asking this question, but how do we make this evidence-based or research-based to qualify for federal funding? There’s such a gap in having evidence-based that are culturally relevant. The way you are adding and combining with existing evidence-based programs is a fascinating approach, a way to speed up use of evidence-based practices and connect them with cultural lens.

  _The project has enough funding through next year. Future funding to make something truly evidence based would be a longer timeline._

- Are the OSPI behavioral health navigators at the Educational Service Districts aware of this program?

  _Enos: I gave the navigators a brief overview yesterday and will share more in the near future._

---

**Won-Fong Lau Johnson, PhD to Everyone:**

Video shared in meeting: [https://vimeo.com/showcase/8329279/video/383881945](https://vimeo.com/showcase/8329279/video/383881945)

Send additional questions and comments to Dr. Lau Johnson at fongj8@uw.edu (is my email address)